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Abstract

This paper addresses the need for designing user interfaces (UIs) to workflow information systems by adopting a model-centric approach. We introduce a conceptual workflow model to determine system functionalities of workflow. The model is exploited in order to systematically derive UIs to access these functionalities. The workflow model is recursively decomposed into processes which are in turn decomposed into tasks. Each task gives rise to a task model whose structure, ordering, and connection with the domain model allows the automated generation of their corresponding UIs, using a transformational approach. Each UI is specified in a User Interface Description Language, workflow, process, and task models are specified in the same specification language. The language is exploited to generate multiple source codes, depending on how their corresponding tasks are structured in the process model; and by a workflow execution engine to produce running workflow systems. A real-world case is outlined to exemplify the process.

1. Introduction

The introduction of Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) in organizations has emerged as a major advantage to plan, control, and manage organization’s business processes. Implemented properly, workflow applications enable companies to reengineer and streamline business processes; for this reason, the interest in workflow systems has grown dramatically over the last years. Recently, the Web had become a privileged platform for implementing workflow systems. The Web provides ubiquitous access to information; supports inherent distribution of business process, and consist of platform-independent user interfaces (UIs). However, workflow-based Web applications are far more complex than traditional Web applications; currently available methods do not provide comprehensive support to integrate business process analysis and advanced techniques for Web application design, which open this topic for improvements [2]. This paper presents a conceptual framework for the development of workflow-based Web application from the UI point of view. This framework considers business process, user tasks and UIs as independent layers that can be conjointly used to build the application. Section 2 presents the underlying conceptual model of the framework. Section 3 provides a description of the method to generate the UI of a workflow model. Section 4 provides a real life case study illustrating the method, a workflow-based Web applications for reviewing documents. Section 5 presents the related work. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusion of this work.

2. Conceptual Modeling of Workflow

The underlying conceptual model [7] is composed of workflow, process, task and organizational models, see Figure 1. The workflow model is recursively decomposed into processes which are in turn decomposed into tasks. The definition of a process model indicates the ordering of processes in time, space, and resources. Each process gives rise to a process model structured and ordered with process operators. Process operators determine whether the flow of work is sequential, parallel split, exclusive choice or multi choice; with the corresponding merger operators, synchronization and simple merge. A task model represents a decomposition of tasks into sub-tasks linked with task relationships. The model was adapted from the ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [11] in order to take into account a couple of missing task relationships: inclusive choice and disabling with information passing. The organizational model is composed of organizational units, jobs, and resources with their correspondent agenda.

2.1 Conceptual Mapping Model

Transformations are applied in cascade though the workflow layers using a mapping model. In order to support the mapping between the layers, predefined relationships provided by UsiXML (USer Interface eXtensible Markup Language – http://www.usixml.org) [10] were used. UsiXML is a User Interface Description Language (UIDL) that is independent from code.
The workflow model consists of three layers: process, task, and UI (see Figure 2). The process layer defines the business process; each process can be considered as an independent building block connected to the workflow. User tasks are covered by task models. This layer focuses on user activities rather than processes. By exploiting task models description, different solution scenarios can be modeled. Each scenario represents a particular sequence of actions to be performed. Task models do not impose any particular implementation so that user tasks can be better analyzed without implementation constraints; it is, even possible to analyze user activities. The third layer, the UI derived from scenarios extracted from task models using a transformational approach.

As in a model-based approach all the components are models [14], transformations between models and relationships are described in terms of a meta-model. Several relationships have been defined to explicit the relationships between the domain model and the UI model. The current UsiXML mappings were extended by adding the mappings: Is Grafted On (when a task is grafted on another one, even at run-time), Is Defined By (when a task is defined by a userStereotype), and Is Allocated To (when a task is allocated to some resource, that is assigned to a taskResource) [7]. Each mapping model is also stored as mapping instances in UsiXML.

2.2 Conception Criteria

Fulfilling a form and sending it for evaluation are activities that can easily be consider either two independent processes or one process composed of two tasks, depending on the designer. When combining workflow and task models the boundaries of each model must be specified in order to avoid design mistakes. Designers should consider the following guide-
lines composed of a set of parameters to identify the different layers of the model. In addition, we introduce the life cycle of each component, important aspect to provide a feedback, for instance, the process is not started due to a lack of workers.

A workflow model is associated to the operational and/or administrative objectives of organizations. It is defined inside the same organization; the work is carried out and is associated to the automation of a business process. A process refers to the use of the same group of resources in a continuous period of time, with a specific ordering of tasks. The work is developed within groups, among groups or by a group as a whole. In addition, a process can be: primary (production), secondary (support), or tertiary (managerial). Finally, a task is performed in same place, by the same type of resource, in the same period of time.

The **Starting Criteria** of each model represents the event that triggers the execution of each component. The workflow requires an initial analysis which identifies the various processes, rules and associated control data, defining an initial phase, specific ordering of tasks. The process starts when an input (time, human or message) triggers the execution of the process. Once the task is defined, it could be initialized. To the **Stopping Criteria**, i.e., when the component is assumed like finished; a final evaluation is analyzed from a perspective based on the execution protocols/rules. The workflow arrives to a terminate phase or abort phase. When the process is completed, aborted or terminated an output can be sent indicating that the process terminates its execution. Finally, the task is finished in a horizontal form when the status is finish, cancel or fail; and in a vertical form the action is considered as the atomic leaf of the task model and cannot be further decomposed.

3. A Method to Generate the User Interface of a Workflow Model

A framework not just to generate UIs automatically but also to specify workflows and task models, integrating the concepts that we propose in previous section, is composed on the following steps: 1) define the organizational units, 2) define the workflow, which includes process model, 3) define the task models, 4) mapping model from task models to UIs.

The method proposed expands the current description of the User Interface Description Language (UIDL) UsiXML [10] and introduces a higher level of description, the workflow model. UsiXML is based on the Cameleon Reference Framework [3], which defines UI development steps for multi-context interactive applications.

The current steps are: **Tasks & Concepts** level describes the interactive system specifications in terms of the user tasks to be carried out and the domain objects of these tasks. An Abstract User Interface (AUI) abstracts a Concrete User Interface (CUI) into a definition that is independent of any interaction modality (such as graphical, vocal or tactile). A CUI abstracts a Final User Interface (FUI) into a description independent of any programming or mark-up language in terms of Concrete Interaction Objects, layout, navigation, and behavior. A FUI refers to an actual UI rendered either by interpretation (e.g., HTML) or by code compilation (e.g., Java).

In order to pass from one step to another, some transformational rules [9] are applied. The method proposed here (see Figure 3) starts from the specification of a workflow model, based in workflow patterns [15]. The result of such specification has two related results, on the one hand the UI required to handle the workflow, i.e. the agenda, tasks operations, such as delegation, jobs assignment. On the other hand the UIs of each workflow task can be described using the extended version of the task model and then it can be transformed into its correspondent UI, using the UsiXML current approach. The main purpose of this work is to develop a method for designing the UIs for a workflow information system; for this reason is important to consider usability guidelines [12] at design time for the building or the evaluation of UIs in order to respect cognitive and sensory-motor capabilities of users. However, this is out of the scope of this paper.
4. Case Study: Workflow for Equipment Management

In order to exemplify the above concepts (in particular the decomposition of a workflow into processes which are, in turn, decomposed into tasks that are attached to their UIs), a real-world case study is summarized in this section. This case study has been fully implemented with the model editors, all of them have being developed in Java 1.5 with Swing widget set. This set has been selected because it offers more capabilities to automatically generate UI code (here, Java code) from internal representations (here a UsiXML file).

**Case study.** A funding agency provides organizations with funds for buying laboratory equipment (e.g., electronic microscopes), hardware (e.g., graphic tablets) and software (e.g., dedicated scientific applications) or a combination of them (e.g., a special microscope with dedicated software). The workflow goals are threefold: (i) allow any organization manager to register to the system and apply for equipment funding; (ii) insert any equipment description and usage modalities once an equipment has been funded and acquired; and (iii) share the usage of acquired material by renting them.

**Step 1 – Building the workflow model.** Figure 4 reproduce the workflow editor where the workflow is progressively decomposed into processes to end up with tasks. Each workflow is hierarchically defined in embedded rectangles, which could be expanded or reduced as the modeling process is progressing. Each last level rectangle is then filled with a particular process, which is decomposed into tasks (represented by rounded rectangle with a label inside) connected by arcs (represented by arrows). Starting states (represented by filled circles) and ending states (represented by double circles) are added to complete each process. Then arcs are augmented with the conditions imposed to ensure a transition in the workflow. The first step is to register to the system, after, is possible to request new equipment. Once a document is filled, it is sent to “waiting validation” state where an e-mail is automatically sent to the workflow manager to check. Then, each document could be validated (then accepted in the workflow) or not (then rejected in the workflow or returned to the initial state).

**Step 2 – Building the task model.** For each rounded rectangle in Figure 4, a task model is designed for each user to decompose her task into sub-tasks, to end up with actions. For instance, Figure 5 reproduces the task model associated to the task “Register a manager”, which is particular instance of the rounded rectangle for validation process. Temporal operators specify the temporal constraints governing how information is manipulated in the task. In Figure 5, registering a manager consists in filling the form and in sending this form for validation. Filling the form consists in providing all individual data in a concurrent manner (hence, the ‘|||’ concurrency operator). The address is itself decomposed in street and number, filled in any order.

**Step 3 – Deriving the UI model and generating the UI code.** Once the task model is provided for each task, a UI model is systematically derived by model-to-model transformation as described in [10]. The explanation of this transformation is beyond the scope of this paper. In short, the decomposition of a task in sub-tasks, their properties and the temporal operators are exploited to generate a UI model. This is submitted in
turn to a model-to-code transformation. For instance, Figure 6 reproduces the UI corresponding to the task model of Figure 5 the first time a manager will register. In this case, a Java/Swing UI is automatically generated. When this document is submitted for validation through an extranet, a HTML version is generated instead from the same model, except that the user name and the password are not visible to the validation person. The Java/Swing version is used for on-line registration while the HTML version is used for validation through the extranet. When the person who is responsible for validation connects to the extranet, the web form is produced instead.

**Figure 6 Screenshot of the registration UI generated in Java/Swing.**

**Step 4 – Running the workflow.** Once the workflow model and the task model have been produced with the corresponding UIs, the workflow could be executed thanks to a workflow execution engine. It interprets the workflow specification written in UsiXML V1.8 in order to produce workflow agenda for any actor having a job in the workflow. For instance, Figure 7 reproduces a list of pending tasks which have been automatically generated from the workflow model: each time a task has been carried out, a task instance is added in the agenda of the person who is responsible for validation. Each time one of these task instances is selected (thanks to a highlighting bar in Figure 7), a particular task could be triggered and completed, thus proceeding the workflow to the next step for each instance. For instance, each task will result in an acceptance or a rejection. Since the workflow defined the automated sending of an e-mail, this represents an automatic task which is ensured by the workflow engine, but not by any other person. It is possible, though, to keep an explicit control over automated task by allowing them to be confirmed or differed by the workflow manager. This completes the full process.

**Figure 7 Screenshot of the workflow being executed.**

5. Related Work

The control of workflow in organizations has been addressed using several formalisms and notations such as Petri Nets [17], Statecharts Diagrams [18,21] and UML Activity Diagrams [5]. Currently, several models and design methods [16,19,20] support the development of complex workflow-based applications providing notations for describing rich business processes including tool support for designing. Testing and executing processes are also available [6,8] but only a few have been addressed to the development of workflow-based applications over the Web [2]. Similarly, not many investigations are concerned with the automatic derivation of UIs from workflow specifications [7].

All these approaches describe the use, in some way, of tasks/goals to specify a process. However, none defines the identification criteria to recognize the boundaries between process and user task, which is essential to the development of usable UIs. The lack of appropriate analysis of user tasks quite often leads to the implementation of poor user interfaces [1,4]. Then, when UI generation problem is addressed another model should be considered; user’s task model. Task models play an important role in UI design because they support the systematic representation of the user activity as opposed to the system activity. Task models indicate the logical activities that an application should supports to reach user’s goals [13].

6. Conclusion

This paper has addressed the need for developing a UI corresponding to a workflow model that is explicitly based on the organization business logics. So far, the focus has been put mostly on the system functionalities as opposed to the UI for accessing these functionalities, which is the main contribution of this paper. For this purpose, a conceptual modeling approach integrates the following concept defined through a meta-model: workflow, process, task, domain, job definition, organizational structure, and resources. These
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